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Performance & Lessons Learnt

INTRODUCTION

In this paper I will deal with the issue of plant performance as related to initial design,

people and programmes. I will then give a short review of performance to date and
finally I will conclude by highlighting those issues which I believe have positively

influenced the performance of Koeberg.

The reference for Koeberg was the FRENCH 96OMW CP1 design (the primary

reference is Tricastin and the secondary reference is Bugey Power Station). In addition

to the standard CP1 equipment Koeberg has some interesting and important
differences that have contributed to avoiding load loss and improved operating
conditions. The differences from the basic CP1 design were introduced at the request

of ESKOM based on previous experience with fossil generating stations and specific
needs unique to Koeberg.

'Me reasons for the location of Koeberg at the coast in the extreme south of the country,

was based on economic considerations relating to load growth in the region of Cape
Town and distance from the major coal fields situated in the Transvaal.
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BACKGROUND TO PERFORMANCE

It is my firm belief that the performance of a nuclear power station over an extended
period of time depends upon three major factors:

i) The initial design coupled with the construction standards and the materials
used in the plant.

ii) The quality of the people operating the plant.

iii) The programmes put in place to ensure the maintenance of internationally
recognized standards.

I will deal with aspects of each of these issues in more depth a little later, as each one
has impacted significantly on the performance of Koeberg during its commercial
operation.

Before doing this I would like to explain some factors which have influenced Eskom's
manner of operation of the Koeberg Power Station. This has had a direct impact on

the plant availability.

A review of plant availability shows that it is not particularly impressive by world
standards. This is not due to poor reliability but rather as a result of the decision by

Eskom to carry out refuelling outages which are in the order of 120 days duration.

This decision was taken for two reasons, the first being that unlike major industrialized
countries, which have their own nuclear vendors, or are close to them, and have ready
access to nuclear support organisations. Eskom has limited resources internally to meet

the large skilled manpower increase that a short refuelling outage would require. Also

there is very limited capability within South Africa to draw people, with the required
skills, from engineering organisations based in South Africa. This is because with only
two nuclear units to support it is not viable for these organisations to build up and retain
staff with the required competencies to work on safety related equipment.

The obvious thought that many of you must have is why doesn't Eskorn bring in the

required skills from overseas, there must be many organisations willing to supply them,
because being in the southern hemisphere most of Koeberg's outages fall at a time when
overseas support mpanies are least busy.
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The simple answer to this is that it is just not economically viable to bring in the large
number of people required to complete a short refuelling outage. Plant specialists are
however brought in on an as needed basis.

The second reason for adopting 'a regime of long refuelling outages supports the
statement that I made a moment ago on economic viability.

Until very recently Eskom had a very large growth in demand for electricity, this was
of the order of 725% per annum. The growth in electricity demand decreased
considerably in the 80's and Eskom now finds itself with an excess of generation
capacity. Thus there is not the imperative to adopt a policy of minimum time outages
but rather minimum cost outages..
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I will now deal with the specific aspects relating to Koeberg's performance over the last
six years.

CONSTRUCTION

It is not possible to operate a system as complex as a nuclear power plant successfully
unless the original design intent is manifest in the actual construction. he absolute
quality of construction is therefore vital; Koeberg is fortunate that the turnkey contract

under which the plant was built was executed in an exemplary manner and resulted in

a plant that achieved handover and acceptance in a remarkably short time. Unit One
reached handover in the fourth fastest time for its type and Unit Two reached handover
as the then fastest subsequent unit of its type.

Construction can only proceed on programme if the administrative framework supports
it. We were very fortunate that progress with licensing issues was made ahead of the

construction programme which avoided unecessary delays.
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DIFFERENCES FROM REFERENCE PLANT

Motor Driven Feed Pumps

The secondary feed system on each unit is fitted with an extra standby motor-driven

feed pump which backs up the two steam turbine driven feed pumps. This pump, driven

through a hydraulic coupling for speed control and capable of 45% nominal full load

duty, automatically starts if a steam driven pump trips and effectively replaces the

tripped pump. As a single pump is only capable of supporting 70% load this prevents

a significant load reduction.

The motor driven pump is supplied from an independent electrical supply and can also

be supplied from off-site. The installation of this pump also enables the main feed

system to be used during unit start-up when n nuclear heat (steam) is aailable.

The Fifth Diesel Generating Set

Each unit has two emergency 4.5MWe diesel generating sets which power the safeguard

auxiliaries in the event of loss'of normal power supplies. If one of these sets becomes

unavailable whilst a unit is at power, the Operating Technical Specifications require

that the unit be shut down and remain so until the gnerating set was c for normal

operation. he provision of a fifth identical diesel generating set which can be

connected in place of any one of the four dedicated sets has prevented this occurring,

and has allowed defect rectification and routine maintenance to be scheduled whilst a

unit is at power. By avoiding forced shutdowns not only is production maintained at a

high level, but waste production is reduced.

Condensate Polishing Plant

The addition of a full flow polishing plant and the splitting of the condenser into primary

and secondary wells has many advantages. Inside the condenser all condensate is

directed to wells from which the polishing plant pumps take suction. By running the

polishing flow higher than the condensate extraction pump flow, all condenser inflow

is polished prior to passing through the feed train and into the steam generators.

Optimum feed chemistry conditions are maintained at full load even with a small

condenser tube leak or other minor contamination.

This has contributed significantly to Koeberg maintaining secondary side chemistry

conditions as good as any worldwide.
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Main Circulating Pumps

The reference CP1 plants use two CRF pumps per unit running through independent
lines which supply half of the six condenser waterboxes each. Koeberg has a third pump
for each unit which can be valved in to replace either of the normal two pumps. Without
this third pump load would have to be reduced to 60% if a pump was taken out of

service. Thus it enables maintenance to take place outside of the major outage period.
It also aows the unit to quickly regain fll power in the event of pump failure.

Condenser Vacuum Pumps

Koeberg is fitted with six vacuum pump assemblies per unit instead of the reference
design of four. For plant start up four pumps are required to maintain the condenser

vacuum, whilst during power only two are needed. With six pumps available
maintenance can be scheduled at optimum times and secondary chemistry can stil be

maintained at a high standard during plant transients.
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MODIFICATIONS

Koeberg cannot be considered to be just another French CP1 unit. The main reason

for this is Eskom's policy with regard to modifications has diverged from EdF practice

since commercial operation. 0e of the reasons for tis is that approximately 80 of

EdF's power generation comes from nuclear power whereas in Eskom nuclear power

contributes less than 1 0% of Eskoms' total power generated.

An example of this is the fitting of 'grey' control rods to EdF units to allow flexibility

of operation. Modifications have however been implemented, in line with world

practice' IThe conumssionmg of a Emergency Response Facility is at present in

progress.

The continued review of incidents and modifications performed by our nuclear

counterparts, is an ongoing process. We have adopted a 10 year planning window to

enable Koeberg to schedule modifications to keep us in line with international trends.
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TRAINING

Personnel Training

As stated previously, one of the pillars on which good performance is based, is the
quality of staff who operate and maintain the plant. It was recognized very early on in

the project that the desired quality could onlybe attained through effective training.

With no indigenous nuclear power industry to draw skills and expertise from, it was

clear in 1976 that the technical teams that Eskom would need to complement those of
the Vendor would have to be a balanced mix of the limited existing in-house Eskom.

resources, contracted labour with nuclear skills and local engineers and technicians who
had no nuclear skills. Although a solid core of expertise existed within the then Atomic

Energy Board, that was needed for their own operations and to provide the licensing

function which had to be visibly separate from Eskom.

With the limited nuclear skills in the initial team of operational staff and the fact that
there was no comparable or reference nuclear industry in South Africa, the nucleus of
people had to be trained from first principles, using as a basis the generic training
information readily available throughout the world-wide nuclear industry. Two pot

groups of approximately 16 persons were formed. he majority in these groups was

recruited from within Eskom, with a sprinkling of ex-nuclear Navy personnel. Together

these groups formed the nucleus of Koeberg's management structure. In addition to
the normal administrative duties associated with any management organization, they
were also students and remained so for two years.

With the assistance of the Vendors and EdF in France, detailed training programmes

were developed for each member of the group to equip them for their duties during

Koebergs'operational phase. his training involved time spent at Koebergs'reference
plants and manufactures of equipment.

The initial priority, after the training in France, was the establishment of operator

training courses to equip them to safely operate the plant after completing examinations

set by the independent licensing authority, the Council for Nuclear Safety. he plant

simulator installed at Koeberg proved invaluable for this task.
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With the successful launching of operator training, attention was then given to
maintenance and management training. There is no doubt that the comprehensive
training programmes introduced at Koeberg have made a major contribution to the
power stations' performance.

The event of TNH and Chernobyl have emphasized, in no uncertain manner, the
importance of operator training and operating procedures in nuclear power plant
operation. If the general public is to be convinced that nuclear installations can be
operated safely and reliably at all tmes, then the demonstration of effective training

and operating standards will have to be a central feature of that theme.
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OPERATING STAFF SELECTION

Koeberg Operating staff go through some of the most exhaustive psychometric and
interview assessments in the world. Initial psychometric screening assesses high level

cognitive functioning including learning ability, integration ability, analytical ability and

mechanical comprehension. In addition, the individual is assessed on personality,

ability to handle routine and boredom. Interviews are then held to assess technical
competency, work history, related experience, ability to work in groups, and stress
handling capability.

After an individual has been recommended on� t`t, basis of these criteria,�be is subjected
to further psychometric evaluation by an external body the Human Sciences Research

Council (HSRC). This assessment include an EEG, in-depth personality assessment

and a further interview. Potential candidates are then either recommended without
reservation, with reservation or rejected.

In addition to initial assessment, Licensed Operators are continually monitored
in-house and a 6-monthly formal monitoring is conducted by the HSRC to assure the
CNS and therefore the public of the ongoing fitness of staff to run the Nuclear Plant.

Similarly technical competence is continually demonstrated on a 6 weekly basis when
Operators complete retraining and testing.

High level selection is also conducted for Operator Training Staff. Special
psychometric and work/study history profiles have been drawn up of "ideal" types of

trainers, and staff are selected using those criteria to ensure that Operating Staff are

exposed to the best form of training possible.

From this, it is obvious that selection to enter into the field of Nuclear Power Plant

Operation in South Africa is highly specialized and tends to err on the side of caution
to provide maximum assurance of Nuclear Safety and reliability.
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ALIGNMENT

In line with Eskom's belief that its staff are its most important asset, considerable effort

has been put into improving employee's knowledge of how they contribute to the

attainment of the organizations business objectives and visions.

This is made possible by a total Performance Management process of alignment, linking

the business objectives to the individual's objectives.

Eskom's vision is supported by its mission, its long-term goals and its priorities. This

in turn is supported by the Business Plans of each individual unit within the

organization.

Koeberg's Business Plan has 6 major outputs that are linked to each Department's

outputs. In turn, these outputs are reflected on the Manager's Job Model, which is then

further cascaded to the worker's job model.

In this way, ownership for the organizations goals can be taken by the individual In

addition, the participative process of business planning gives the individual further

commitment to the attainment of his Department's objectives.

AU this is built on the foundation of quality and the values of the organization.
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RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAMME

To date the radioactive dose contribution at the public exclusion boundary has been
less than 20 microSieverts 20mRem) per year. The collective dose during refuelling
outages has reduced from 12 manSieverts at outage 101 to 074 manSieverts at outage
103. This achievement is remarkable as plant dose rates increased by 50% between

these two outages.

No radiation worker has received more than the legal maximum of 50 milfiSieverts per
year and the collective dose is less than most comparable utilities internationally.

The main features of the programme are:

• Pre-planning of dose reduction methods.

• Use of the most appropriate dose reduction methods to suit the task, such
as shielding, ventilation and pre-work practice.

• Extensive training in radiation protection fr Health Physics staff,
Responsible Persons, managers and radiation-workers.

Emergency Plan

Koeberg, in conjunction with local authorities, has developed an Emergency Plan that
covers Plant, Site and Off-site Emergency actions:

In the event of an emergency, Eskom's emergency response team liaiseswith the local

civil authorities to marshall the resources in emergency services, communications and

law enforcement to minimise the impact on the local population. Regular combined
exercises are held to train personnel and develop the techniques used.

Somewhat different to international practice, the Power Station Manager assumes the
role of Emergency Controller and takes control of all initial on and off- site emergency

protective actions.
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NUCLEAR OCCURRENCES

Nuclear occurrences are reportable events that must be brought to the attention of the
licensing authority or power station management. They may involve mechanical failure
or personnel error, and are required to be reported, investigated, and formally closed
out. This close out may take the form of corrective actions such as procedure

amendment or retraining. The whole process is controlled by a procedure and is guided

by reference to a Nuclear Occurrence Investigators Manual.

'ne target delay time between the raising of an occurrence report and close- out is sixty
days. In May 1989 less than half of the occurrence reports raised were closed- out withh�
six months; currently more than three-quarters are closed- out in that time and recent'l;
close outs per month have been more than double the occurrence rate. A cyclical trend

has been detected in this process: occurrence rates are higher during outages and close
out rate is lower during summer and school holiday periods. Tbe former is a clear

indicator of the increased personnel activity on the plant and the latter shows that the
close out process is human resource dependent.

We are now able to correlate site experience with overseas utilities to enable Koeberg
to anticipate problems before they can affect our performance. A comparison with

outside statistical data also provides us with a yardstick against which we can measure
our own performance. The rapid identification of root cause and the subsequent
implementation of corrective action is felt to have a major impact on plant performance

as well as nuclear safety.
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OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY

Eskoms' Safety Programme is based on the National Occupational Safety Associations
Management By Objectives (MBO) programme. This programme comprises 73
control elements covering every aspect of safety at work.

Eskoms' Safety Mission is to ensure that the business of Eskorn is designed, organized,

conducted and equipped in a manner that is specifically designed to prevent
Occupational diseases as well as accidents to persons and property associated with its
activities and to minimize the consequences of such incidents and accidents.

Koeberg has recently attained a NOSA star safety rating and reached a Disabling

Injury Rate (D.I.R.) of below 02. This success which has put Koeberg amongst the

world leaders is ascribed to the commitment of top management to safety and a
concerted effort to drive safety down the line to reach every level of the organization.

T'he princi le applied is that of thorough and routine inspections and evaluations in
order to identify and control elements of risk prior to them causing downgrading
incidents. All incidents are investigated in order to identify root cause and control

unsafe acts and conditions.

Although conventional safety at first thought does not seem to have much bearing on
plant performance, there is considerable evidence that a good safety programme helps
to reduce not only safety incidents but plant incidents as well.
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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION CODES

ASME Section M 1971 (with addenda up to winter 1973) provided the design basis for

Koeberg. However, the actual construction code was the French CPFC (January 1974).

'T'he CPFC was later superseded by RCC-M which formed the requirements for any

future component procurement from France.

For repair/replarement Koeberg adopted ASME XI 1980). The NI bases his

decisions on this edition but is allowed to adopt later editions provided any differences

are reconciled.

This does cause some problems with regard to onflicting information such as pump

performance degradation. For example the Eergency cooling pumps appear only

marginally acceptable when checked against MIME criteria.
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QUALITYASSURANCE

Initially, with a turnkey contract for construction, the Contractor was primarily
responsible for quality with Eskom monitoring status.

Once the operations phase commenced, as each system or facility was handed over,
Eskom became primarily responsible for quality. The QA management programme

was designed to be sufficient to satisfy the licensing body. Essentially these were

minimum requirements focussed directly on nuclear safety issues..

The hierarchy of standards starts with LAEA guidelines as manifest in 50COA.

The balance of plant, the non-nuclear related systems, have not been considered until
recently; the growth in quality awareness amongst management internationally has
provided the impetus for Koeberg to apply Quality Assurance Management to a plant.

External Audits/Reviews

In addition to the internal Quality Assurance audits carried out on the station we have
seen a need to evaluate our own performance against world norms. To facilitate this

we have had a number reviews conducted by the LEA, EdF and WANO.

The next planned review is a full IAEA OSART in 1991.
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PROCEDURISATION

The power station procedures policy is based on the requirements of 50-C-QA which
details the types of quality activities which should be procedurised,

During construction and initial operation we tended to procedurise everything.
Experience has however enabled us to rationalise considerably - we now have around
4 500 controlled procedures in the system.

The cycle of procedure authorisation is based on how a procedure impacts nuclear
safety, considering the systems involved and the activity being undertaken.

Procedure review committees at the appropriate level of competence ensure

correctness and recommend authorisation by the Power Station Manager.
Additionally, procedures that are described in the Site Licence receive approval by the
Council for Nuclear Safety.

Procedurisation is felt to support good plant performance because it supports operator
action and promotes a disciplined approach to work.
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LICENSING

The requirement from the licensing authority, from the start of the Koeberg project,
was to qualify the site safety analysis by performing a probablistic risk analysis RA)
on it. At the time, Eskom experienced some pro Aems in adapting to this approach as

the rest of te world still analysized their safety analyses on e deterministic basis (ie

engineering judgement).

However, in subsequent years the rest of the world has swung around fro mthe
determinic to the probabilistic ris k analysis approach so we no longer find ourselves
alone.

As the plant gets older, plant experience is fed back into the original PRA calculations

to provide a continously updated overall risk assessment.
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SPARES PROCUREMENT

Initially spares were provided by the Main Contractors in accordance with their

recommended specific spares holdings.

Later, Eskom used, amongst other routes, a consultancy to co-ordinate the
procurement of spares. Then in the interest of long term security of supply it entered
into Maintenance Service Agreements with the Main Contractors, which specifically
addressed the procurement of spare parts. This also considerably rejuces delays at the
sub-vendors.

Considerable effort is being put into the sourcing of spare parts from within South

Africa. Currently approximately 50% of the total value of spares procured per annum
is sourced from overseas, via the Maintenance Service agreements.

Obviously the availability of spare parts has a major impact on the availability of the

plant.

Calculated at Weighted Average Price, the total stock value at present is R73m. Long

lead times, especially of overseas purchases, contributes to an ever increasing stock

value.

Being the oly Nuclear Power Station in Africa, there is little scope for schemes such

as mutual stock holding or sharing of strategic spares. However te optimisation of

stock holding at Koeberg is a high priority.
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.... .......... .. ......

A. DESIGN

Maidmise Transfer of Technology during Construction.

In order to maximise the transfer of information from the plant vendor to the
operational staff it is necessary to integrate the operational staff with the vendors' staff

as early in the construction programme as possible.

Plant Redundancy

Optional plant installed which increases redundancy has a marked effect on the overall

performance of the plant.

&PEOPLE

Clear Vision

All staff should be given a clear vision of how they contribute to the overall performance

of the power station.

Management of Performance

There must be total commitment from management to excellence in performance.

Training

In a country with limited access to nuclear skills, it is essential to commence the training

of the future operational staff at virtually the same time as initial construction is
commenced.
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Selection of Staff

Studies at Koeberg have shown that there is a direct correlation between the results of
the initial psychometric testing batteries and the opera tors performance in both the
external Council for Nuclear Safety Examination and in his work.

C. PROGRAMMES

Performance Indicators

Clear performance indicators should be available at all levels of the rganisation. This
makes use of the adage that 'things that get measured get managed.'

Root Cause Analysis

'ne use of an effective root cause analysis system which facilitates the rapid close-out

of concerns is felt to be essential to the achievement of sustained good performance,

Documentation

Ensure that 'as built' documentation is obtained as early as possible in a form
compatible with the utilities' documentation system.

International Review

Audits such as OSART and interaction with WANO are seen to give both assurance
and provide invaluable forums for interchange of experience.
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LIST OF ATTACHMENTS

GRAPHS

• Units Generated/Man

• Station Availability vs Target

• Station Availability vs US & EdF Mean Availability

• Radiation Protection - Dose per Radiation Worker

• Collective Radiation Exposure per Unit

• OR1. Analysis

• Occurrence Report Close-Out Status

Typesetting by Technical Publications, Koeberg.
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KOEBERG STATION AVAILABILITY
vs US EdF MEAN AVAILABILITY
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RADIATION PROTECTION
DOSE PER RADIATION WORKER
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COLLECTIVE RADIATION EXPOSURE PER UNIT
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OR1 Analysis

Equipment Failure Categories Equipment vs Personnel Failure
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Occurrence Report Close-out Status
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